APPENDIX 4
COMMUNITY INPUT: Information Exchanges (Approach #2)
Location

Venue

Honolulu

UH at Manoa – Keoni
Auditorium

Kona

NELHA Gateway
Center

90

Community Input link

Hilo

Mokupapapa
Discovery Center

94

Community Input link

Lihue

Kauai Veterans Center

13

Community Input link

Wailuku

The Cameron Center

60

Community Input link

Kaunakakai

Mitchell Pauole
Community Center

19

Community Input link

Lanai City

Lanai Community
Center

14

Community Input link

Honolulu

UH at Manoa – Keoni
Auditorium

9

Community Input link

28 unique
clicks

Community Input link

Online participation from 11/20/18 to
12/25/18

Registered
Attendees
19

Link to Community Input
Community Input link

4

Oahu #1

5

Kona

6

Hilo

7

Kauai

8

Maui

9

Molokai

10

Lanai

11

Oahu #2

12

Online Participation

21
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Which island
Did you
of Hawai‘i do attend one
you reside on? of our 8
Fishing
Information
Exchange
meetings?

Based on the
If you answered "no," what additional information do you need
information we have
to help you decide which RPL system, if any, you would prefer?
shared from our study,
do you feel you have
enough information to
understand the RPL
system options and to
decide if you prefer
one of them?

Hawai‘i Island
Hawai‘i Island

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Hawai‘i Island

No

Yes

Hawai‘i Island

No

Yes

Hawai‘i Island

No

Hawai‘i Island

No

I prefer not to say, or I
am not sure
No

If The Division of Aquatic
Resources (DAR) moves forward
with trying to implement a
Registry, Permit, or License
System, are there any other
criteria, objectives, or factors
they should consider?

What else do you feel this Study Group
might include in a "Community Input
Report" that could be helpful for
decision makers as they review the
various RPL system options?

Of the four RPL system options Please share any additional comments, ideas, solutions, or unanswered
the Study Group researched,
questions you might have.
what suggestions or details can
you offer to make one or more
of the systems more desirable
or acceptable? (1. Fee-based
license, 2. Free Mandatory
Registration, 3. Low-Fee License,
4. Free License)

Non commercial fisherman do
not need political management.
They do not use any
infrastructure that needs
funding.
Question: how many official
(documented)enforcement
measures have been enacted this
year against non commercial
fishers?

One option that was not put into the
study which would be: No RPL at all.
(98 % of non commercial fishers do not
need management. ) (especially by
government)
Something the study group should put
into the report : The names of the
legislators and names of the government
people that this report is sent to.
I think this is important for the people to
know who is reading this study and who
might act in some way on it.
Another thing to include in your study.
how many official
(documented)enforcement measures have
been enacted this year against non
commercial fishers? (ie DAR busted
people for taking lobsters out of season
and they were arrested or fined such and
such). Who they were when it was and the
outcome. case history for lets say 1 year.
Just to give us some idea of the
enforcement history. Case history, good
data.

Exercise foresight and see where
any of these rpls actually help the
non commercial fisher. RPL is
about money not about
noncommercial fishers. Non
commercial fishers are not
concerned about money,
especially government
management.

This is an attempt not to ensure Stop the effort to tax us. Many families are
heathy fish populations for
already homeless now you want them to
future generations but another
pay to eat? Are you crazy.
way how the fake state of Hawaii
can use this fishing tax as a way
to pay for rail. The fake state of
Hawaii already skims from each
department. No to this additional
TAX

What i learned from the study is that the RPL system is about money. How can we
get more revenue? ( by documenting numbers of fishers or by charging fees. My
understanding is that this has nothing to do with fishing or protecting our ocean.
If this were about our ocean survival or anything associated with taking care of our
ocean then you are barking up the wrong tree. I went to your meeting and you told
(shared) us that you spent a couple of million dollars and spoke with experts in
the field. The meeting I attended had at least 100 experts standing right there. And
there was no charge for there services or participation.
If you are interested in helping our aina (which I don't this study is involved in).
but in the off chance you are and I missed it. Do not think that this area (non
commercial fishers ) is a problem. Most of these people are the shepherds of our
waters. Most are in tune with the aina.They least of all need managing.
It would be more effective (if indeed you are interested in helping our oceans) To
manage people like Hu Honua. Direct some managerial skills towards them. And
people like them that need managing (and not only Hu Honua). But that is a hard
job and not likely something government agencies will address. My input is that
for most effective help with our ocean resources, target the people who are
hurting the resource not the non commercial fisher. This is so like goverment
studies. A great waste of good peoples time and money.
Back up ..look. Have some overview. Exercise some foresight... figure out what you
are trying to achieve... then study ways to get that done.
non commercial fishers is a rediculous target for a study. It's probably one of the
only things that is NOT wrong with our lives here in Hawaii. HELLO????
It least of all needs legislation.

Why would l want to support the Give Hawaii back to the Kanaka we take care for free
terrorist fake state of Hawaii?
They already raped our country's
natural resources and allow our
sacred Mauna a Wakea to be
destroyed for $1.4 billion which
they will use to throw into the
failed rail project

I think air planes should have a brochure Low-fee license
or pamphlet of hawaiis fishing refulations,
rules, and laws we have in place for wild
life.
4
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Which island
Did you
of Hawai‘i do attend one
you reside on? of our 8
Fishing
Information
Exchange
meetings?

Based on the
If you answered "no," what additional information do you need
information we have
to help you decide which RPL system, if any, you would prefer?
shared from our study,
do you feel you have
enough information to
understand the RPL
system options and to
decide if you prefer
one of them?

If The Division of Aquatic
Resources (DAR) moves forward
with trying to implement a
Registry, Permit, or License
System, are there any other
criteria, objectives, or factors
they should consider?

What else do you feel this Study Group
might include in a "Community Input
Report" that could be helpful for
decision makers as they review the
various RPL system options?

Hawai‘i Island

No

Is there an estimated
implementation cost?
Historical info on
enforcement success?
Are there certain
species targeted as
overfished at this time?
Love the work done so
far but I have lots of in
depth questions that
would require answers
that are not possible in
an abbreviated survey
result questionnaire.

How will they enforce any
permits? There isn't enough
funding to do this and charging
for licenses will not bring in
enough money.

Estimated administrative costs per island, See above
estimated enforcement costs per island,
success rates measured in prior fish stock
depletion/resilience or rebound in the
states studied. To do this there has to be a
long term benefit and the cost burden
should not be just on the non-native
private fisherman. Funding should come
from general revenues as this benefits ALL
citizens of our islands, not just those who
fish.

Hawai‘i Island

Yes

I prefer not to say, or I
am not sure

Hawai‘i Island

No

Yes

Kaua‘i

No

No

Kaua‘i

Yes

You didn‚'t look at
Charge those who don‚'t live here if they want our resources. That
enough solutions that is truly "recreational".
differentiated between
systems where fishers
do not have to rely on
fishing for diet and face
competition from
tourists and the
"haves". Why didn't
you look into solutions
in Alaska, for example?

All PERMANENT residents should
get a free or low cost license. For
shore fishing, then in their own
ahupuaa. If boat fishing, then
only what is needed so limits can
apply. Anyone not a PERMANENT
resident, including sow birds, pay
for non-resident license.
Especially for shore fishing and
especially for game fish.

Kaua‘i
Kaua‘i
Kaua‘i

No
No
No

Yes

Offshore versus shoreline

No

See above. Concerns about lack of enforcement on BI,
incompetence in DOL staff, lack of impartial perspective.
Concerned for environment. What is sustainable? Have already
seen too many taking more than they can eat. Selling fish under the
table. Sadly, the majority I've seen are native. What penalties would
be enforceable? Without knowing this it's hard to support any
choice.3-low fee. Make

Of the four RPL system options Please share any additional comments, ideas, solutions, or unanswered
the Study Group researched,
questions you might have.
what suggestions or details can
you offer to make one or more
of the systems more desirable
or acceptable? (1. Fee-based
license, 2. Free Mandatory
Registration, 3. Low-Fee License,
4. Free License)

Free or low free registration,
include the proposed licensing
info in the hunter education
courses as a way to get the
people used to it.
3

Where does the license fee
money go.Make that clear

Big blowback from Bolt decision in Washington state. Still large divide between
natives and non-natives. There is still abuse by native fishermen and inequality
beyond "native fishing rights". Be prepared to address that scenario. I also
routinely saw (in Washington) fishermen exceed law limit with no forcement. Not
enough fish and wildlife staff to do so. Without enforcement, what good do all
the laws and administrative costs do? I'm supportive of a system that is not overly
expensive to fisherperson, treats all offenders similarly and has reasonable
administrative costs.

Charge non-residents more.

We as Hawaiians was born with our fishing rights. You can‚'t take it
away from us. We will never need a license to fish in our own
ocean. We will fight you to the end.

None

Don't pass this

Issuing licenses to PERMANENT residents 3 or 4 and see answers above.
for under 17 by school ID, and if adult by
drivers license or State issued ID. IF not a
PERMANENT resident then no State ID will
be issued. If you cannot make a
commitment to actually live here, then you
are extracting resources, and this is a
burden that currently has zero
consequences.

Do not put DLNR in charge of licenses by making a new government "agency".
Way cheaper to add this ID issuing function to DMV than to create a new group at
DLNR. Fishers still in school have IDs so no need to issue them anything. Also
make fishing limits reasonable, and do this by ahupuaa. Tourists and part-time
residents are merely resource extractors. They should pay. Ever get an out of state
license to catch King Salmon in Alaska? Ain‚'t cheap for residents and damn
expensive for outsiders. The way it should be. Free with limits if you live here FULLTIME. Otherwise, costly.

Fee-based license
Hawaii blood get exempt

4

Exzempt all personal with Hawaiian blood based on a birth certificate. Then you
can pass this law and make money off non Hawaiian
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Which island
Did you
of Hawai‘i do attend one
you reside on? of our 8
Fishing
Information
Exchange
meetings?

Based on the
If you answered "no," what additional information do you need
information we have
to help you decide which RPL system, if any, you would prefer?
shared from our study,
do you feel you have
enough information to
understand the RPL
system options and to
decide if you prefer
one of them?

If The Division of Aquatic
Resources (DAR) moves forward
with trying to implement a
Registry, Permit, or License
System, are there any other
criteria, objectives, or factors
they should consider?

What else do you feel this Study Group
might include in a "Community Input
Report" that could be helpful for
decision makers as they review the
various RPL system options?

Of the four RPL system options Please share any additional comments, ideas, solutions, or unanswered
the Study Group researched,
questions you might have.
what suggestions or details can
you offer to make one or more
of the systems more desirable
or acceptable? (1. Fee-based
license, 2. Free Mandatory
Registration, 3. Low-Fee License,
4. Free License)

Maui

Yes

The lack of enforcement of the
current commercial lic. Currently
the requirement for crew
members on a commercial
fishing boat trip are required to
have a license. This is overlooked
by the state and this should
being considered. If they can not
or choose not to enforce this
rule, then why would they think
more licenses would be better.
The main objective should be
near shore management as the
pelagic and deep sea fishery is
already regulated. How to
enforce this.

The actual budget numbers spent by the
different island for administration,
enforcement, conservation and
maintenance.

1. The money stays on the island
it came from. 2. It is clear what
the money is going to and show
how it will benefit the users. The
non resident sport fisherman pay
a tag fee or license fee
substantially higher than the local
resident. This could include
people that go out on charters
including whale watch and dive
trips. These operations are using
the resource and it effects all of
the users.

Yes

My suggestion to this political hot potato are as follows.
1. The near shore reefs are not healthy enough or replenish fast enough to provide
a food source for our growing population. It is not an unlimited resource. I would
like to see a 10 year ban on the commercial sale of all near shore marine life. This
would solve the near shore resource management issue. Our reefs would
rebound and over the next 10 years and a program could be initiated to reopen
certain species to commercial consumption once stocks are clearly replenished. If
this is to dramatic. Then we need bag limits and enforcement of the license
process.
2. The commercial license is being severely abused and is a joke compared to
other state and countries. A complete overhaul of the system needs to be
considered since the agency has chose to ignore the rules of all crew required to
carry a license. I see 3 categories of commercial fishermen.
A. Big business, These are the long liners or multi-ship companies that have large
crews and ships.
B. Small full time. These are the small guys that have a boat and support
themselves and maybe a few others solely through fishing.
C. Recreational commercial. The guys that fish part time and sells some of their
catch to cover some expense and to justify the tax right off.
Each of these groups could have a license specific to what they do and how much
they sell. This only works if fish sales are only allowed via a licensed retailer. Cash
sales on the side of the road by the part timer is not fair to the Big and Full time
guys that are closely watched.
3. Non residents are not paying anything to fish. They are on a commercial boat
that will most likely sell the catch and do not pay a dime to the state. This group
should be a separate fee.
We live in a state surrounded by ocean and we have the worst small boat harbors
and ramps in the state. We the people can't trust the state to do a good job. They
are and continue to fail in protecting and preserving our resourse.

Maui

No

Maui

No

I prefer not to say, or I
am not sure
No
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Which island
Did you
of Hawai‘i do attend one
you reside on? of our 8
Fishing
Information
Exchange
meetings?

Based on the
If you answered "no," what additional information do you need
information we have
to help you decide which RPL system, if any, you would prefer?
shared from our study,
do you feel you have
enough information to
understand the RPL
system options and to
decide if you prefer
one of them?

If The Division of Aquatic
Resources (DAR) moves forward
with trying to implement a
Registry, Permit, or License
System, are there any other
criteria, objectives, or factors
they should consider?

Moloka‘i

Yes

Ensuring the Data collected be
done so in an accurate manner
unlike the current State
Commercial fishing license
reporting system which requires
every fisherman onboard a vessel
to fill out catch report and
submit that monthly creating a
inaccurate count of fish taken.

Yes

What else do you feel this Study Group
might include in a "Community Input
Report" that could be helpful for
decision makers as they review the
various RPL system options?

Of the four RPL system options Please share any additional comments, ideas, solutions, or unanswered
the Study Group researched,
questions you might have.
what suggestions or details can
you offer to make one or more
of the systems more desirable
or acceptable? (1. Fee-based
license, 2. Free Mandatory
Registration, 3. Low-Fee License,
4. Free License)
Until a competent enforcement
agency is in place there should be
only a free Mandatory
registration system so the
numbers can be used to gain an
idea of how many wardens would
be needed to effectively enforce
the conservation laws.

Create an enforcement agency
whose sole duty is protection of
Aquatic resources. The current
DOCARE enforcement is
understaffed and in many cases
under qualified to take on
enforcement duties should any
form of RPL be proposed.

O‘ahu

No

Yes

O‘ahu

No

Yes

O‘ahu

No

No

Would an out of state only fee
based license create enough
revenue to support enforcement
and other programs?
They should not be able to
decrease the state funds they
receive to compensate for an
increased revenue from a license.
Overall funding should increase.

They should include the current state of
the nearshore fisheries in the MHI. When
compared to the reef fish assemblage in
the NWHI, the differences are appalling.
Friedlander and DeMartini 2002 show
these stark differences. They should also
include information on traditional
Hawaiian fishery management (kapu
system) to illustrate that traditional
gathering rights is not a justification to do
whatever you want.

1. Charge more for non-residents. License fees should be used for stocking programs.
2. Have an online sign up
available. Have tags for highly
targeted species like moi and
ulua. 4. Have an online sign up
available.

waive fees for Native Hawaiian
cultural practices of responsible
fishing.
The fee cost and would like the fees use for replenishing stock

Fee on lay net with tag showing
compliance

Registration for licenses should be available on-line. Easy access to registration
would increase compliance
Stiffer fine on illegal netting

3 low fee

Fishermen would pay a fee if its use to restock fish that is most desirable
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Which island
Did you
of Hawai‘i do attend one
you reside on? of our 8
Fishing
Information
Exchange
meetings?

Based on the
If you answered "no," what additional information do you need
information we have
to help you decide which RPL system, if any, you would prefer?
shared from our study,
do you feel you have
enough information to
understand the RPL
system options and to
decide if you prefer
one of them?

O‘ahu

No

No

O‘ahu

No

Yes

If The Division of Aquatic
Resources (DAR) moves forward
with trying to implement a
Registry, Permit, or License
System, are there any other
criteria, objectives, or factors
they should consider?

What details are available about the short, mid-range and long term See above comment
goals of the RPL program. How will those goals be realistically met
and measured comprehensively? No one needs fake news or fake
data - we are all looking for noticeable ecosystem improvements to
a complex problem with many stakeholders. Some current
regulations and recent practices (catch limits, seasons, etc) have
worked well and can be duplicated for other species and adapted
per island - why are you looking for whole new systems to
experiment with, when we could better manage systems we already
have in place? Seek more cooperation, funding and accepted
responsibility for needed ecosystem improvements from nonfishing stakelders. The promotion and use of non-toxic sunscreen
is a good example. Are you taking an integrated ecosystem
approach to restoration of shoreline fishery? Are you integrating a
funded and comprehensive plan for more reef restoration
implementation? What are the timelines and milestones to be
measured for an integrated approach to fisheries restoration with
participation from all stakeholders? Or is this mostly about
selectively micromanaging human behavior of recreational fishers
for increased state revenue for more research? Or is this thought
out well enough to realistically bring about the implementation of
solutions to recover habitat, resulting in a healthier fishery, and is
this going to result in more outreach, education and support for
existing and improving DOCARE and regulation enforcement? Or
only more research? Recommend that your analysis of the
"problem‚" needs to not micro focus on recreational fishers, but
logically look at all resource users and fairly assess all users
impacts and practices. A wholistic analysis and management plan is
the very likely the best way to deal with sustainable and
comprehensive ecosystem improvements, and gain the respect and
cooperation of all the various stakeholders.

What else do you feel this Study Group
might include in a "Community Input
Report" that could be helpful for
decision makers as they review the
various RPL system options?

Of the four RPL system options Please share any additional comments, ideas, solutions, or unanswered
the Study Group researched,
questions you might have.
what suggestions or details can
you offer to make one or more
of the systems more desirable
or acceptable? (1. Fee-based
license, 2. Free Mandatory
Registration, 3. Low-Fee License,
4. Free License)
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Which island
Did you
of Hawai‘i do attend one
you reside on? of our 8
Fishing
Information
Exchange
meetings?

Based on the
If you answered "no," what additional information do you need
information we have
to help you decide which RPL system, if any, you would prefer?
shared from our study,
do you feel you have
enough information to
understand the RPL
system options and to
decide if you prefer
one of them?

O‘ahu

No

I prefer not to say, or I
am not sure

O‘ahu
O‘ahu

No
No

I prefer not to say, or I
am not sure

If The Division of Aquatic
Resources (DAR) moves forward
with trying to implement a
Registry, Permit, or License
System, are there any other
criteria, objectives, or factors
they should consider?

What else do you feel this Study Group
might include in a "Community Input
Report" that could be helpful for
decision makers as they review the
various RPL system options?

Of the four RPL system options Please share any additional comments, ideas, solutions, or unanswered
the Study Group researched,
questions you might have.
what suggestions or details can
you offer to make one or more
of the systems more desirable
or acceptable? (1. Fee-based
license, 2. Free Mandatory
Registration, 3. Low-Fee License,
4. Free License)
Charging or paying for a non commercial fishing license in Hawaii is a way just to
create revenue! For the state! And like everything else in this 50th State, fees will
just increase year after year! You guys need to take a bigger look at why the size
limits for commercial fishermen is different from non commercial fishermen! So
much illegal size fish by commercial fishermen in the markets! Compared to the
rules that non commercial fishermen has to obied by. And theses guys catch em
by the tons! Also you guys need to step up about banning nets period! Non
commercial fishermen already contributed to the local economy day in and day
out! Spending money on bait, fishing supplies etc! And not gaureenteed in
catching anything while fishing! The cost of living here is the highest amongst the
rest of the nation! A lot comes into play with fish stocks! Errosion is one of the
biggest issues killing the reef! Dead reef inshore will only make fish stay in deeper
water! Before trying to make recreational fishermen the goats! You guys need to re
look at who is catching tons of fish day in and day out!

